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build
the
dream.
The time has come to build a healthcare ecosystem
that actually drives down your healthcare costs and
improves your employees’ health. What that ecosystem
looks like will be diﬀerent for everyone, as every
employer has a diﬀerent appetite and comfort level for
changing the status quo. While such a task requires
many diﬀerent moving parts, it’s certainly possible to
achieve and we’re here to help walk you through it.
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in your high deductible health plans.
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Editor’s Desk

Challenging the status quo with technology
Tech companies have stepped up with digital solutions. Now it’s time for employers to embrace them to truly
make a difference in the workplace.

When you have 60 of
the nation’s biggest em-

seen an influx of companies using technology to

help match candidates to jobs, and also helps

challenge the status quo in healthcare delivery.”

employers audit for gender and ethnic bias.

ployers turning to bene-

Indeed, for the past few years, I’ve been writing

And Michael Zammuto created Completed, a

fits tech to solve some of

about new companies developing technology to

website that allows employees to rate their expe-

their

help keep workers healthy, more productive and

rience with direct supervisors. It could be an im-

better engaged.

portant tool for HR managers to keep an eye on

most

pressing

healthcare problems, you
can no longer question

Now is the fun part: I’m starting to see more

their managers and get insight on the inner work-

whether digital solutions

employers embrace tech solutions — and reaping

ings of their workforce, preventing talent from

are the way of the future.

success as a result. A common factor is that HR

walking out the door.

I recently spoke to Josh Riff and Michael

and benefits professionals are sick of the status

All these moves signal that digital solutions in

Laquere of the Employer Health Innovation

quo — they’re looking for more ways to better en-

the workplace are no longer nice-to-haves, but

Roundtable, an employer organization made up

gage employees in healthcare, benefits and the

must-haves. And it’s becoming increasingly clear

of Boeing, Facebook, Walmart and more. The

workplace in general. And they’re looking to tech

that the change is putting employers in the driv-

group, which together represents 8 million work-

as a main way to do it.

er’s seat like never before. For digital solutions to

ers, matches employers with health-tech start-

The disruption is being led by a number of tech

truly work and have the potential to change em-

ups, then encourages them to work together to

pioneers, 20 of whom — including Riff and

ployees’ lives — and reshape the industry in the

pilot a program for employees.

Laquere — we spotlight in our annual Digital In-

process — HR professionals must get behind

novator list (p. 14).

them.

The organization was founded on the idea that
carriers and other traditional players aren’t being
sufficiently innovative when it comes to helping
workers manage their health and helping employers drive down costs.
“Previously, healthcare lacked technology-first
solutions,” Cindy Pulido, director of U.S. health

Not only are these visionaries driving benefits
solutions, but they’re transforming HR, as well.
Walmart’s Daniel Shepherd, for example, created a virtual simulation training game for Walmart
called Spark City. The app lets workers roleplay as

Contact me at kathryn.mayer@sourcemedia.com
or @mayereditor.

a manager of a Walmart grocery department.

benefits at Facebook and a roundtable member,

Frida Polli’s company Pymetrics uses neurosci-

recently told me. “In the past few years, we have

ence-based games and artificial intelligence to

8 Employee Benefit News May/June 2019
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Healthcare
na, Livongo, Boston Children’s Hospital, Providence
St. Joseph Health and Atrium Health — but plans
to offer this capability to additional developers
moving forward.
“These new skills are designed to help customers
manage a variety of healthcare needs at home
simply using voice — whether it’s booking a medical appointment, accessing hospital post-discharge instructions, checking on the status of a
prescription delivery, and more,” Rachel Jiang,
head of Alexa Health & Wellness at Amazon, wrote
in a company blog post.
Marcotte says he could see opportunity for Amazon to expand its new offering even further. For
example, the company could integrate an employee’s health savings account information and allow
them to use the device to purchase eligible items.
Amazon announced in March that it would begin
accepting HSA and FSA as payments for consumers to purchase medical supplies.

HR technology

“The complexity of making that process happen

Alexa update can help cut costs
through education, compliance

— between personal security, system interactions,

“Better informed healthcare utilization should be a win-win for employers
and individuals,” one expert says.

ample, HandsFree Health recently released WellBe,

data sharing and Amazon procurement — is significant but points to the potential for this type of
model,” he adds.
But the tech giant isn’t the only company experimenting with voice-assistant technology. For exa virtual assistant that can be programmed to answer questions about the owner’s individual healthcare and benefits. Benefits administration compa-

By Caroline Hroncich

ny Businessolver also offers a virtual assistant
called Sofia that helps workers enroll in and man-

Amazon’s Alexa is now able to answer employees’ healthcare questions, a move that has the potential to lower the cost of care by improving employee education and compliance, experts say.
And that may only be the beginning. Benefits

“These new skills are designed to help
customers manage a variety of healthcare
needs at home simply using voice,” says
Rachel Jiang, head of Alexa Health &
Wellness at Amazon.

While voice assistant technology like Alexa is
gaining traction, utilization is still low, The Wall
Street Journal reported. For instance, Northwell
Health, a hospital system in New York, began offering a service on Alexa that doesn’t require HIPAA

experts say Alexa’s evolving capabilities could lead
to more tailored benefit guidance for employees

Jennifer Riley, vice president of product devel-

compliance roughly two years ago. So far the tech-

and even greater efficiencies for HSA and FSA ac-

opment at benefits technology company Hodg-

nology has not been used widely, Emily Kagan,

counts down the road.

es-Mace, echoes similar sentiments. “Giving em-

Northwell’s vice president of digital and innovation

Scot Marcotte, chief technology officer at HR

ployees better access to tools for managing their

strategy, told the Journal.

and benefits consulting firm Buck, says a virtual as-

health, navigating their benefits or finding provid-

Josh Luke, a former hospital CEO and health-

sistant tool like Alexa could improve healthcare en-

ers can only help to bring down healthcare costs

care affordability expert, says that while Amazon is

gagement and education, which leads to reduced

for employers,” she says.

not the first to add healthcare capabilities to a vir-

costs in the long term.

BLOOMBERG NEWS

age their benefits.

Amazon recently added six new HIPAA-compli-

tual assistant, it will likely generate the most buzz,
giving it a competitive advantage.

“Ideally, a more direct model to both educate

ant health skills to the virtual assistant. Employees

healthcare consumers and help them more effi-

are now able to use the device to check the status

Luke says adding virtual assistants to the con-

ciently procure necessary healthcare items would

of home delivery prescriptions, schedule doctor ap-

versation is a “natural evolution” in health and it will

have a positive impact on healthcare costs for the

pointments, provide updates to care teams, locate

hopefully teach consumers to pay more attention

consumer and the employer,” he says. “While some

urgent care centers and inquire about blood sugar

to their care.

initial costs may increase to establish these ser-

levels.

vices, better informed healthcare utilization should
be a win-win for employers and individuals.”

Amazon is offering these skills in partnership
with healthcare companies — Express Scripts, Cig-

“Americans need to become engaged healthcare consumers, and that’s going to drive prices
down and make it more affordable,” he says. EBN

Caroline Hroncich is an associate editor of Employee Benefit News. Follow her on Twitter at @chroncich1.
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Strategy Session
IN THIS SECTION: VOLUNTARY / SELF-FUNDING

fall. Walmart recently announced it rebranded its
suite of education benefits and now dub it the “Live
Better U” program. In addition to its $1-a-day tuition
program, the Live Better U program includes foreign
language programs and discounts on other degrees
in the Guild Education network.
The impact the program is having on individual
employees is driving Walmart’s desire to get more
workers to use the benefit, Bertani said.
“One of the most touching things has been a lot of
the parents who say it’s not only meaningful for them
to finish high school or college but what it means to
be a role model for their children,” she said. “Those
individual stories really fuel the program.”

“One of the most touching things has been
a lot of the parents who say it’s not only
meaningful for them to finish high school
or college but what it means to be a role
model for their children. Those individual
stories really fuel the program.”
—Ellie Bertani, Walmart’s senior director of
learning strategy and innovation

Voluntary

Walmart is one of a handful of employers that

Walmart wants more workers
to use $1-a-day tuition benefit
More than 4,500 workers have taken advantage of the retailer’s program
— but the company is hoping to expand that number to 12,000.

recently announced they will foot most of the bill
for employees to get college degrees as the war for
talent heats up and employers see the effects student debt is wreaking on the workforce. Others include Bright Horizons, Disney, Discover, MGM Resorts International and U.S. Xpress.
Free tuition benefits “are pretty amazing when
you think about it,” Julie Stich of the International
Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans told Employee Benefit News last fall. “It’s reflective of the times

By Kathryn Mayer

we’re in right now where we’re all scrambling to find
the key, perfect person to fill job openings.”

Walmart is hoping to triple the number of em-

very significant goals in what we would like to see.”

Part of the motive behind offering free tuition as

ployees who take advantage of its nearly free tui-

Bertani said to reach those goals, the company

an employee benefit is recruiting hard-to-reach

tion benefits by year-end, the retailer said.

workers in industries that are struggling.

program isn’t “too good to be true,” as well as help-

Walmart, for instance, caters its tuition benefit

have enrolled in the retailer’s program, which it de-

ing them understand how they manage both work

to its employees in retail — an industry that’s find-

buted last May. It hopes to up that number to

and school at the same time. To take aim at those

ing it increasingly difficult to hire and keep employ-

12,000 in the coming months. The program, through

concerns, the retailer is starting to market its pro-

ees, especially as potential workers seek positions

provider Guild Education, allows eligible employ-

gram, posting flyers about the benefits for its em-

with more flexible hours and higher pay. According

ees to pay just $1 a day to earn a degree. All 1.5

ployees, then directing them to its website for more

to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, job

million Walmart and Sam’s Club workers in the U.S.

information.

openings within the retail trade sector have risen
each consecutive year since 2010 to reach a record

are eligible. It applies to all part-time, full-time and

“We are really focusing on associate stories and

salaried employees who have been with the com-

holding up the stories of people who are success-

pany for at least 90 days.

fully moving through the program… and in their

“It used to be that health insurance, life insur-

voice, talking about how they are doing their bal-

ance and a retirement plan was enough — that got

ancing act and what it means for them.”

you retention, and that got people in the door,”

“We spent much of the first nine months making
sure it was an excellent employee experience and
BLOOMBERG NEWS

will focus on convincing employees that the new

More than 4,500 Walmart employees so far

monthly average high of 651,000.

there were few friction points in the journey,” Ellie

Of the employees who have enrolled, 3,000 are

Stich said. “But now there are more and more

Bertani, Walmart’s senior director of learning strat-

enrolled in degree programs in business or supply

things employers have to offer. Sometimes we see

egy and innovation, said during a recent event in

chain management at various universities. Walmart

these ‘wow’ benefits crop up, and right now, it looks

Denver held by Guild Education. “We have some

associates first started enrolling in the program last

like [free tuition] is the next one.” EBN

Kathryn Mayer is editor-in-chief of Employee Benefit News. Follow her on Twitter at @mayereditor.
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Pinterest: Traditional insurance ‘was letting us down’
By Kayla Webster
Pinterest has joined a growing rank of

this year.

important to think about the same old
way.“

ployee healthcare questions, she says.

employers who are fed up with the

Collective Health executives say a

healthcare system and doing away with

self-insured model gives employers

Collective Health designs and admin-

ployees saying their question wasn’t an-

traditional insurance models as a result.

more control of their healthcare spend-

isters health plans but also aims to re-

swered,” Vichaita says. “That was some-

ing.

“I’ve stopped getting emails from em-

lieve HR departments from answering

thing we noticed immediately — even in

from their traditional healthcare plan to

“With the traditional insurance mod-

employee questions about their health

the first two to three weeks of being with

a self-funded model provided by Collec-

el, you pay a flat rate for an insurance

plans. Vichaita says Pinterest employees

Collective Health, we saw a huge drop in

tive Health, a San Francisco-based

company to bear the risks — but you’re

were frustrated with the company’s last

member issues.”EBN

healthcare and benefits company, at

often paying more than you need to,”

insurance provider because they couldn’t

the start of 2018. Pinterest executives —

says Kirk McConnell, vice president of

get answers whenever a claim was mis-

Kayla Webster is an associate editor of

who just made public the change — say

product marketing at Collective Health.

filed. But last quarter, Collective Health

Employee Benefit News. Follow her on

the company made the switch because

Self-insured health plans save com-

responded to 70% of all Pinterest em-

Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.

The social media company switched

they were frustrated with their previous
provider’s prices and services.
“Nobody

remembers

how

good

health benefits are on paper, but everyone remembers what the experience is

Collective Health executives
say a self-insured model gives
employers more control of their
healthcare spending.

We watch the trends.

like,” says Alice Vichaita, head of global
benefits at Pinterest. “Despite all our ef-

panies money by picking and choosing

fort and thoughtfulness, the traditional

coverage from multiple providers. Col-

health insurance experience was letting

lective Health partners with healthcare

us down.”

networks — like Anthem Blue Cross and

Pinterest isn’t the only employer to

Blue Shield — to negotiate the best

seek out alternatives to the traditional

rates for their clients, McConnell says.

healthcare system. Last year, Amazon

Those health and wellness plans are up-

partnered with JPMorgan Chase and

loaded to Collective Health’s platform,

Berkshire Hathaway to form an inde-

where they can be accessed by corpo-

pendent healthcare company — Haven

rate clients and their employees.

— to serve their collective 1.2 million U.S.

“We allow an employer to bring to-

employees. And last year, the Colorado

gether solutions that work for them, and

city of Arvada contracted with Paladina

we weave them all together into a

Health to restructure its benefit offerings

thoughtful experience,” McConnell says.

to be self-insured. Pinterest says it ad-

It takes two years for Collective

opted the self-insurance model to stay

Health to determine their corporate cli-

competitive in the hunt for talent.

ents’ healthcare savings after switching

“We compete for talent against a lot

from traditional insurance, McConnell

of brand name, larger tech companies,

says. Pinterest hasn’t hit that mark yet;

but we don’t have their level of budget to

but in 2017, Collective Health claims it

be able to do all the fancy things you

saved companies $500 per member

hear about,” Vichaita says. “Instead, we

household, according to an internal

have to be incredibly thoughtful around

study. The company estimates they’ve

what we offer, how we present our ben-

lowered client medical trend to negative

efits while ensuring benefits are always

0.3%, against the industry average of

relevant and helpful for our people.”

5% increases per year.

Healthcare costs are projected to in-

Collective Health provides health-

crease by 5% for the sixth year in a row,

care to 45 employers, including Red Bull,

according to a survey by the National

eBay and CrossFit. Their plans cover

Business Group on Health. Employers

more than 200,000 employee depen-

bear the bulk of the burden for health-

dents, McConnell says.

care costs; the survey estimates the cost

who don’t love traditional insurance,”

healthcare will be $15,000 per employee

McConnell says. “Health insurance is too

providing

We deliver solutions you can trust.

There’s no simple way to overcome the rising claims trend in
today’s market. But we know that incorporating smart practices into
our business model is helping us to gain more control of the situation.
We’re making informed decisions based on data analytics and
industry knowledge; using the insight of in-house experts to create
thoughtful solutions; and choosing our cost containment partners
wisely as we work to protect our clients’ financial well-being.
Learn more about our efforts to help
manage the unpredictable at hmig.com.

“Increasingly we’re seeing people

employer-sponsored

of

We share our knowledge.

STOP LOSS

MANAGED CARE REINSURANCE

Products are underwritten by HM Life Insurance Company, Pittsburgh, PA, HM Life Insurance Company
of New York, New York, NY, or Highmark Casualty Insurance Company, Pittsburgh, PA.
MTG-3173 (1/19)
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BenefitsTV
Big Health
Boomr
Cariloop
Castlight Health
Completed.com
Dailypay
DataPatH
EHIR
Fitbit
Grokker
HandsFree Health
MEREDITH
Pymetrics
Ritual
SmartDollar
Talespin
Textio
Walmart
Welltrinsic
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Digital Innovators: Transforming HR
As the HR and benefit industry’s digital evolution takes hold, new players are emerging to take advantage of the upheaval. From virtual reality and digital voice
assistants to a benefits television station and text analysis tools, new technology is reshaping the industry by helping employers and employees better engage in
healthcare, benefits and the workplace in general.
New technologies are no longer a nice-to-have, but a must-have. In fact, the vast majority (92%) of C-suite and human resources leaders surveyed by global
talent acquisition and management firm Randstad say that they believe technology enhances the attraction, engagement and retention of employees. That’s up
from 79% who said the same in 2016. Behind this industry transformation are our 2019 Digital Innovators, individuals who are applying these technologies and
making these innovations possible.
As in prior years, the Digital Innovators were selected by the editors of Employee Benefit News and Employee Benefit Adviser, based in part on dozens of nominations
submitted by our readers.

Rosario Avila
and Andrew McNeil

Lorna Borenstein

Matt Bowersox

Mike Cardillo

Founder and CEO,

CEO,

Co-founder and President,

Founders, BenefitsTV

Grokker

Boomr

HandsFree Health

Their innovation:

Her innovation:

His innovation:

His innovation:

They created BenefitsTV — a

Grokker’s well-being video tool

Boomr is an app that allows small

Cardillo’s wellness company,

series of videos explaining

provides more than 4,000

businesses to track workers’ time

HandsFree Health, created the

benefits topics posted to a

on-demand fitness, yoga,

by creating a virtual geographic

new voice-activated device

YouTube and Instagram channel

mindfulness, sleep, nutrition and

boundary around an office, or an

WellBe. WellBe responds to

— after they couldn’t find any

financial well-being videos along

area where any employee reports

voice commands like other

benefits content in video form.

with a community of experts.

to work. When employees, and

virtual assistants, except the

Since teaming up earlier this year,

Employers including SurveyMon-

their smartphones, physically

model can be programmed to

the benefits advisers have

key and Pinterest offer Grokker’s

arrive within the geofence, the

answer questions based on the

created more than 50 short

personalized programs to

mobile device allows them to

owner’s individual healthcare

videos, which explain to both

employees in hopes of helping

begin logging their time. The app

and benefits information.

employers and employees a

them stay physically and

also doesn’t track the location of

myriad of topics such as payment

emotionally fit anywhere,

the employee unless they open it

Why it matters:

options at the pharmacy or

anytime, on any device. The latest

and log in. Boomr can be

The company says it hopes to roll

health savings account contribu-

Grokker update introduced a new

integrated with HCM systems

out the new device to employers

tions. Now, some employers are

onboarding journey.

including Gusto, Paychex and

as part of their benefits package,

Namely.

so the technology may become a

asking the two to provide custom
videos for their internal use.

Why it matters:

bigger part of the healthcare and

Grokker aims to make wellness

Why it matters:

benefits industry as companies

Why it matters:

fun and accessible. It also claims

Tools like Boomr can help smaller

look for easy ways for workers to

The majority of employees have

to help employers, too, since

employers more effectively track

access their healthcare informa-

difficulty understanding their

employees who use its platform

the time employees are spending

tion at home. Because the device

benefits: For instance, just 4% of

report being less stressed and

on the job. In some cases, it could

would remind employees to take

Americans can correctly define

anxious, and more focused and

potentially save smaller employ-

medications or use preventive

deductible, co-pay, coinsurance

productive at work. “As an

ers money if an employee is

care services, it also might help

and out-of-pocket maximum,

employer, you will lose [employ-

cheating on their timesheet or

reduce costs for employers,

according to a Policygenius

ees] if you don’t give them

their work. Bowersox says the app

experts say.

survey. That confusion and

permission and the tools to take

can give employers “real-time

frustration is taking a hit on

care of themselves,” Borenstein

insights” into when employees are

employers, too, and is why new

says. Grokker’s tool, she says,

working.

ideas to communicate benefits

gives employees tools they will

and their value are cropping up.

actually want to use.”
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Digital Innovators: Transforming HR
Lawrence Epstein

Peter Hames and Colin Espie

Brian Hamilton

Kyle Jackson

President and CEO,

Founders, Big Health

Vice President,

CEO, Talespin

Welltrinsic

SmartDollar

His innovation:

Their innovation:

His innovation:

His innovation:

Epstein’s online sleep wellness

Hames and Espie’s company, Big

SmartDollar is an online and

Jackson’s company Talespin is a

program helps workers track their

Health, creates digital tools that

app-based financial program

developer of VR tech and in

shuteye. Welltrinsic Sleep

help employers and consumers

aimed to help employees better

February the company released a

Network, a subsidiary of the

better address their mental

control their money and get on

tool which allows employees to

American Academy of Sleep

health issues. The company

track for retirement through a

practice real workplace interac-

Medicine, allows employees to

currently has two apps, Sleepio

series of what SmartDollar dubs

tions. The tool mimics conversa-

create a sleep diary, which tracks

and Daylight. Sleepio, an

seven “baby steps.” It combines

tions that an employee might

and the quantity and quality of

automated digital sleep program,

video tutorials, quizzes and a

have at work and can simulate

rest. Employees can manually log

is based on cognitive

their time or upload data from a

behavioral therapy and

fitness tracker like a Fitbit.

delivers tips to help

Employees also get a compre-

workers improve the

hensive view of their sleep and

quality of their sleep

can set a goal, which can be as

and reduce anxiety,

simple as getting to bed at a

depression and

specific time or improve the

insomnia. Daylight, the

quality of their rest.

company’s other app,

“HR teams
[are] engaging
[with] interactive training
tools to help
employees
quickly retain
information.”

also uses cognitive

point system for

anything from performance

rewards, along with

reviews to leadership training,

email inspiration and

sales conversations or even firing.

reminders. Earlier this

Farmers Insurance is already

year, SmartDollar

using Talespin technology to train

partnered with ADP;

new hires, and the company is

the program is now

deploying the tool with employers

available to the more

across the telecommunications,

than 700,000 employ-

automotive, insurance and

ers that use ADP.

consumer packaged goods

Why it matters:

behavioral therapy, but

Lethargic employees are more

to help workers combat their

Why it matters:

likely to miss work or not be

worries. The app uses narration,

SmartDollar is helping disrupt the

Why it matters:

productive when they are in the

animation and helps workers

financial wellness industry by

Talespin’s technology helps HR

office. Workers often aren’t aware

assess what might be causing

giving employees a digital-first

teams develop interpersonal skills

that they are lacking sleep.

them stress. Then it provides

solution to help them combat

during complicated office

Demanding work schedules and

them with tools for overcoming

high levels of debt, lackluster

interactions. Jackson says virtual

constant access to technology is

their anxieties.

retirement savings and increasing

reality tools can help teach

financial stress about day-to-day

managers how to be better

taking a toll on workers rest

industries.

schedule and mental wellness.

Why it matters:

expenses. Financial stress is a

bosses, which can improve

Digital tools like Welltrinsic can

More employers are placing value

mounting problem that employ-

retention at a company long

suggest strategies for improving

on finding solutions to address

ers are focusing more on. “Most

term. “HR teams [are] engaging

the quality of rest and simultane-

workers’ mental health. “Mental

Americans are living paycheck to

[with] interactive training tools to

ously make workers more aware

health is a widespread, expensive

paycheck, and nearly half

help employees quickly retain

of the amount of sleep they are

problem that’s loaded with

couldn’t afford a $400 emergency

information, learn nuanced skills

getting.

stigma, so employee engagement

without borrowing money,”

and practice their jobs in a safe,

is a huge challenge,” Hames says.

Hamilton says. About 4,000

low-risk environment,” Jackson

Big Health works with employers

employers, including Costco and

says. “Before these technologies,

including Boston Medical Center,

Kindred Healthcare, offer

it was difficult to realistically

Comcast, The Hartford and the

SmartDollar as a benefit for their

simulate challenging workplace

University of Oxford.

employees.

situations like an employee
termination or giving a colleague
critical feedback.”
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Digital Innovators: Transforming HR
Jason Lee

John Moore

Thomas O’Banion

Maeve O’Meara

Founder and CEO, DailyPay

Medical Director, Fitbit

Marketing Communications

EVP of Product and Customer

Manager, DataPath

Experience, Castlight Health

His innovation:

His innovation:

His innovation:

Her innovation:

DailyPay is an app that allows

As medical director at Fitbit,

When benefits disasters come

Responsible for managing

workers access to their earnings

Moore has helped the company

knocking — you can count on

product operations and invest-

before payday. DailyPay works

zero in on the employer wellness

Captain Contributor to save the

ments, O’Meara has helped

directly with about 100 compa-

space. The company released the

day, or Thomas O’Banion, who

advance Castlight Health, which

nies, including Vera Bradley and

Inspire and InspireHR wearable

voices the comic book character

offers an employee health

Westgate Resorts. But through a

devices in January, which were

for DataPath. O’Banion helped

benefits platform that includes

recent partnership with payroll

designed with corporate and

create the superhero for the

tools to allow patients to see the

giant ADP — DailyPay is now

health plan clients in mind. As

benefits administration company,

prices of medical services at

available to employer customers

part of its employer wellness

which is featured in podcasts and

different providers. Last year, the

who use ADP’s HR platform —

offerings, the company also has

videos, as well as a print comic

company invested more than $45

thousands of other employers can

Fitbit Care, a wellness platform

book. Captain Contributor is

million in technology improve-

add the DailyPay tool for

for employers and employees,

meant to help teach employees

ments, and O’Meara led its

employees.

late last year. Employers can use

about their benefits making

integration of machine learning

the platform to view individual

complicated benefits concepts

and AI-powered personalization

Why it matters:

steps, distance and active

easier to understand.

into its employee health naviga-

Instant pay apps are becoming a

minutes for individual workers.

hot offering among employers as

Adobe, Domino’s Pizza and

Why it matters:

features are aimed to help

a way to help employees who

Limeade are among the employ-

Gamification like the Captain

Castlight “deliver more targeted,

struggle with financial security.

ers who are now offering the

Contributor character can be an

accurate health recommenda-

Giving employees instant access

Fitbit devices to employees.

effective way to increase employ-

tions based on each employee’s

ee engagement with their

individual needs and health

to their earned wages instead of

tion platform. These technology

waiting two weeks between

Why it matters:

benefits. O’Banion says they’re

profile.” Earlier this year, O’Meara

paychecks can help workers

Fitbit can provide employers and

also hoping the comic book will

managed the rollout of two new

avoid expensive payday loans

employees with actionable data

attract the attention of another

Castlight products — a health

and avoid late fees, advocates

about activity level and sleep

important demographic — em-

plan solution and Castlight

say. It also can be a lure for

patterns. “It helps to fill in the

ployee’s children. Children often

Complete, its comprehensive

employers, too: DailyPay claims

gaps between traditional office

find the bright Captain Contribu-

health navigation solution.

that its own studies say that

visits in healthcare and to provide

tor illustrations alluring and

companies using a daily payment

the support that people need to

spend time looking through the

Why it matters:

benefit were able to fill open

get on the path to success,

book, which encourages their

Castlight Health focuses on

positions 52% faster and reduce

whether that is with awareness

parents to also take a look. He

helping employees navigate a

employee turnover by 41%.

through wearables data, guid-

says the superhero can “trans-

complex health system, which is

Further, it says employees are

ance in setting goals, high-touch

form dry, hard-to-understand

increasingly a focus of employers.

willing to take a 13% reduction in

support from a human coach or

information about benefits into a

More are also turning to technol-

pay in order to receive daily

comfort and accountability from

more educational, exciting and

ogy to help with this mission.

versus weekly pay.

family and friends,” he says.

accessible experience.”

Research from Willis Towers
Watson finds that 65% of
employers are interested in
investing in technology that
improves health navigation and
the benefits experience.
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Digital Innovators: Transforming HR
Tim O’Neil

Frida Polli
CEO and Co-founder

Josh Riff
and Michael Laquere

Executive Director of Employee
Benefits and Wellness,

Founder and CEO,

Pymetrics

CEO and Founder, Employer

Ritual

Meredith

Ray Reddy

Health Innovation Roundtable

His innovation:

Her innovation:

Their innovation:

His innovation:

O’Neil is focused on bringing new

Pymetrics uses neuroscience-

The two are behind the Employer

Ritual for Business lets employers

benefits and technology to the

based games and artificial

Health Innovation Roundtable, a

allocate money to provide meals

media company’s 6,500 employ-

intelligence to help match

group made up of 60 of the

for their workers. Employees can

ees across 25 states. This year, he

candidates to jobs. The games

country’s biggest employers —

use those funds to purchase food

played a key role in redesigning

can measure a variety of traits,

including Boeing and Facebook

from local restaurants. The order

the company’s wellness website,

for example, attention or memo-

— who meet to connect and

ahead app is offered as a benefit

alongside tech company Meliora

ry. Current employees play games

match with health-tech startups

by large employers including

Technology. O’Neil says it was

on the Pymetrics platform and

and look for solutions to help

Spotify, Chicago Trading Compa-

important that the site was as

based on the data gathered, the

their collective 8 million employ-

ny and Verizon Media. Employers

digital as possible, allowing

tool builds algorithms that

ees. The group’s goal is for

set a budget and parameters for

employees a variety of access

represent success in a particular

employers to match with a

meals. For example, $10 toward

points including on their mobile

job. It also audits for gender and

health-tech company, then for

dinner to any worker that is in the

devices. As part of the program.

ethnic bias. From there, employ-

the two to work together to pilot

office past a certain time in the

ers get a better sense of the type

a program for the company’s

evening.

Why it matters:

of candidate that might be

employees.

Because Meredith employees are

successful in a specific position,

spread out around the country,

and can then use those algo-

Why it matters:

Reddy says Ritual creates a more

using technology to meet them

rithms to screen candidates who

The group represents a meaning-

social work environment because

where they are is important,

are applying for a job. The

ful initiative in the healthcare

teammates can collaborate on

O’Neil says. He’s constantly

company works with employers

industry: Employers joining

orders and elect to pick up for

looking for new ways to engage

including LinkedIn, TIAA, Mercer

together to try to take more

one another. It could also save

employees and assesses their

and Unilever.

control of a health system they

them money, he adds. Offering

see as wasteful, costly and

free or discounted food and

feedback. Moving forward, O’Neil

Why it matters:

says he’s looking at new benefits

Why it matters:

confusing. EHIR members are

drinks to workers is becoming a

surrounding student loan

There is a push to eliminate

directly partnering with tech

more popular employee benefit.

refinancing, college savings plans

resumes in the hiring process,

companies, including Hello Heart

While the trend started at large

and parental friendly benefits like

with some experts claiming they

and Cariloop, to help improve

Silicon Valley tech companies, it

breast milk shipping or backup

aren’t an effective way to

employee health and drive down

has expanded to employers of all

childcare. Technology can help

determine if an employee is a

costs in the process. “An employer

sizes. Reddy says offering this as

him educate more employees on

good fit for a position. Polli says

cares about their employees’

a benefit can help improve the

these offerings. “In general,

Pymetrics can replace the resume

health more than any other

office experience.

technology has really enhanced

as a “first-pass filter by assessing

stakeholder besides the employee

our efforts to not only provide

candidates based on their true

themselves,” Riff says. “Technolo-

great benefits but to educate our

potential, their inherent cognitive

gy solutions allow employers to

employees and their families to

and emotional make-up.”

reach all employees regardless of

leverage those to their advan-

geography or role.”

tage,” he says.
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Digital Innovators: Transforming HR
Daniel Shepherd

Michael Walsh

Michael Zammuto

Senior Manager of Customer

Kieran Snyder
and Jensen Harris

Founder and CEO,

CEO and Co-founder,

Experience, Walmart

Founders, Textio

Cariloop

Completed.com

His innovation:

Their innovation:

His innovation:

His innovation:

Shepherd used his own passion

Textio is a tool that uses aug-

Walsh is the brains behind

Completed.com, launched in

for gaming to develop a new

mented writing technology in an

Cariloop, a caregiving app used

December, allows employees to

virtual simulation training game

effort to reduce bias by uncover-

by employers to better help their

rate their experience with direct

for Walmart called Spark City.

ing patterns in language and can

employees manage and access

supervisors. This is different from

The app, which is freely available

be used in the hiring process to

caregiving resources. Among

other popular websites, such as

on the App Store and Google

attract certain candidates. The

other capabilities, Cariloop

Glassdoor, which only have

Play, allows workers to role play

company’s data comes from

assigns a healthcare coach to

ratings for company CEOs and

as a manager of a Walmart dry

real-world hiring

grocery department. Players

outcomes from hun-

receive performance scores

dreds of millions of job

based on customer satisfaction,

listings across industries

sales and inventory. They are also

worldwide. The dataset

scored on how clean, fast and

grows by 10 million new

friendly they are to customers.

documents every month.

Employees play the game on

In a company blog post,

company iPads at the Walmart

Harris explains that

Academy, or 200 stores where

augmented writing can

front line supervisors and

help employers “quanti-

managers receive two to six

tatively predict with a high

International and Michael’s

not companies,” Zammuto says.

weeks of training before hitting

degree of accuracy whether a

Stores.

“Your direct supervisor determines

the sales floor.

document or email you’re writing

Platforms like
Cariloop are
intended to
help the
ballooning
number of
employee
caregivers.

each employee;

culture. Since its launch, tens of

employees can use

thousands of users have created

the platform to

free profiles on Completed.

centralize their
communication about

Why it matters:

care and share

Supervisors often make or break

health, financial and

an employee’s experience with a

legal documents.

company: Great ones foster

Roughly 120 employ-

happy, loyal employees; bad ones

ers now use Cariloop,

have workers firing up their

including Brinker

resumes. “People quit managers,

how happy or successful you are

will get the outcome you want.”

Why it matters:

at your job.” The new site may be

Why it matters:

McDonald’s, Johnson & Johnson

Platforms like Cariloop are

an important tool for HR manag-

Gamification technology is one

and Spotify are among the

intended to help the ballooning

ers to keep an eye on their

way to make training more

employers using Textio.

number of employee caregivers:

managers and get insight as to

About 40 million American adults

the inner-workings of their

digestible for workers. Shepherd
says that turning mundane

Why it matters:

provide unpaid care for a child or

workforce and prevent talent

activities into games, can make

Augmented writing technology

adult each year, according to a

from walking out the door.

routine tasks more fun and create

like Textio is intended to help

2015 report from AARP’s Public

positive habits among employees

employers tailor their job

Policy Institute. On average, these

long term. “It allows them to

descriptions to be attractive to

individuals spend 24.4 hours per

quickly connect correct decisions

certain candidates. “The patterns

week providing care and more

with positive results by condens-

that show up across your

than half say they work full time,

ing days to minutes and giving

company’s jobs show what you

AARP reports. This places a

immediate positive reinforce-

truly value,” Snyder wrote in a

heavy burden on workers who

ment,” he says.

company blog post. Employers

often find themselves stretched

need to be consistent with their

thin between work and family

message to make the office

responsibilities, and leaves an

culture clear to candidates.

opportunity for employers to
better serve them.
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Q&A
Helping Generation X stay
on target for retirement
By Kayla Webster
Despite being a third of the American workforce, Generation X is oft overshadowed by their older and younger counterparts: baby boomers and millennials.
The statistics show that employers can’t afford to ignore this next wave of retirees. Every year that an employee delays retirement can cost large companies
as much as $3 million, according to Prudential research. That should scare employers, considering only 59% of Generation X workers are confident in their finances, according to MetLife’s annual employee benefits trends study. But there
are programs available that can help Gen X stay on track to prepare for their
post-work years.
“Generation X is busy juggling family and work responsibilities; they need a
retirement program that lets them invest without having to monitor it constantly,”
says Colleen Blake, senior vice president of people at GuideSpark, a workforce
communication software company.
Employee Benefit News spoke with Blake about best practices for helping
Generation X prepare for retirement.
What are the key financial characteristics of Generation X?
Most people in Generation X have a car, house and family they’re taking care
of — and they’re in a better position to do that because of where they are in their
career. For this reason, they generally don’t have high interest debt. Millennials,
on the other hand, have to be more conscientious of debt and big purchases they
want to make, and even more so for Gen Z. These younger generations are just
starting out; they’re not as secure in their career as Gen X.
What should Generation X be doing to prepare for retirement? What’s the best
retirement program for them?
Target date funds may be employers’ best bet for helping overlooked Gen X
workers get ready for their post-work years, says GuideSpark’s Colleen Blake.

The 401(k) is a safe bet because that’s with you throughout your career, and
many employers offer a match program. Most Gen Xers already have one, so it
makes sense to continue the investment. And one of the best things about it is

FINANCIAL WELLNESS

STRATEGY
How important 401(k) benefits are to
employees
Very important, 62%
Somewhat important, 26%
Not too important, 8%
Not at all important, 4%
Source: Transamerica Center for Retirement Studies

FIDELITY ROLLS OUT
BENEFITS SUITE FOR
SMALL BUSINESSES

WILL EMPLOYER DC PLANS
FINALLY PROVIDE LIFETIME
INCOME?

The new offering aims to help
small and midsize employers
more easily manage perks.

Advocates are exploring
a path to lifetime income
without traditional annuities.

P. 21

P. 22

MORE ONLINE
Company stock loses its luster in 401(k) landscape
How to regularly review 401(k) providers
2 ways to boost retirement savings
Social Security: Bright spots and trouble on the
horizon
For these stories and more, go to benefitnews.com
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once you’ve made that enrollment, you just leave it

What should employers be doing to help this gener-

alone until you need it.

ation prepare for retirement?

The HSA is also becoming popular, but it requires

Financial literacy [is] something every genera-

understanding what your healthcare costs will be.

tion can benefit from. Employers should provide

I’m reading more and more that if you have chronic

that education through the employee lifecycle,

conditions, it might not be the most cost-effective

what I call the three O’s: onboarding, off going and

option.

off boarding.

If your employer offers a target date fund, that’s

FINANCIAL WELLNESS

Different generations have to make different

These funds automatically adjust rate and type

retirement or saving for their child’s college. For

of investment based on your desired retirement age

millennials, it might be paying off student debt or

goal. The longer you have until retirement, the ac-

buying a car. As HR professionals, it’s our job to pro-

count tends to invest in stocks. The closer you get to

vide the framework to help employees think about

retirement, it reduces stock and invests more in

those tradeoffs. We need to remind them that sav-

bonds. It’s one of those trends where you can see

ing for retirement is just as important as their phys-

the results and performance over the course of your

ical wellness. We need to teach the workforce the

investment.

power of compounding and the difference between
saving at age 25 as opposed to 35.

Why do you think TDFs are especially suited for
Gen X?

It’s also important to help employees set a goal
for when to retire, and deciding where to save and

This is me as a consumer sharing that bit; I’m a
Gen Xer who uses a target date fund. For someone

what tax advantage accounts your company offers
that can help.

like me, I like to put it away, walk away, and on an
annual basis we can decide if we need to change

Fidelity rolls out
benefits suite
By Nick Otto
Fidelity Investments rolled out a benefits management suite tailored to small and medium-sized
employers — a market that typically has a harder

How can employers get that message across?
It needs to be communicated in simple human

anything or if it’s the right investment.

BLOOMBERG

tradeoffs. For Gen X, it might be either saving for

definitely worth looking in to.

time administering and offering perks for their employees.

Target date funds choose for you, and you watch

terms, and it’s got to be consistent messaging. Le-

The financial services firm’s new suite, called Fi-

how it grows; this is where the autopilot thing is

veraging mobile devices is a great way to get it

delity Works, gives smaller employers a single, inte-

nice. It allocates based on a formula and it will

across. If your company is already using Slack, or

grated portal to help manage benefits services in-

make those types of investments based on that for-

any other platform where employees are collabo-

cluding

mula. Risk tolerance is either increased or more

rating, that’s also a great way to distribute messag-

administration, HSAs and retirement plans. It also

conservative based on whether you want to retire

es. Just make sure it’s relevant, personalized con-

will give those employers access to emerging ben-

sooner.

tent. EBN

efits like student debt repayment programs and

payroll

services,

HR

and

benefits

charitable giving programs — a program Fidelity
Kayla Webster is an associate editor of Employee Benefit News. Follow her on Twitter at @KaylaAnnWebster.

rolled out earlier this year.

HEALTHCARE COSTS IN RETIREMENT

current small and medium sized employer clients,

How much would a person or couple spend on healthcare and medical costs if they were to retire
today? Well, it’s a lot, according to an annual estimate by Fidelity Investments. The estimate
assumes the retirees are on Original Medicare, and assumes lifespans of 87 for a man and 89 for a
woman. The estimate does not include long-term care costs such as nursing homes or assisted living
expenses.

smaller employers manage administrative com-

It will be offered to both Fidelity’s roughly 20,000

A 65-year-old couple retiring this year:

$285,000
A single 65-year-old woman:

$150,000
A single 65-year-old man:

$135,000
Source: Fidelity Investments

benefitnews.com
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as well as new customers. The goal is to both help
plexities and also encourage them to add benefits
to help them better attract and retain talent.
Small businesses typically do not have the resources to continually scan for the most progressive benefit offerings, nor do they have the resources to align the data, tools and technology to bring
to life for their employees in a seamless fashion,
explains Chris Hock, head of Fidelity Benefits Marketplace. “This results in suboptimal benefits design,” he says.
But Fidelity’s new offering, he contends, can help
“simplify the administration of benefits, reduce the
cost of administration and provide information
that helps employees make the most appropriate
decisions.” EBN
Nick Otto is a senior editor of Employee Benefit
News. Follow him on Twitter at @Ottografs.
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CASE STUDY

HEALTHY RETIREMENT

How important 401(k) benefits are to
employees
Very important, 62%

CommonBond,
Empower partner on
student loan benefits
By Kathryn Mayer

Somewhat important, 26%

Roughly 9 million more employees may be
able to access student loan benefits through a

Not too important, 8%

new partnership between CommonBond and
Empower Retirement.

Not at all important, 4%

The student loan provider has partnered with
the nation’s second-largest retirement services

Source: Transamerica Center for Retirement Studies

Will employer DC plans finally
provide lifetime income?

provider to offer student loan benefits to Empower’s 9 million plan participants through approximately 39,000 retirement plans.
Under the new offering — which will be
launched later this year — employers can make
additional payments toward employees’ student
loans or they can make extra retirement plan

By Kenneth Corbin

contributions for employees focused on paying

As much time as employers spend trying to encour-

administrators would set a target payout for each

age employees to save money for retirement, helping

year, meeting that mark with equal monthly pay-

The partnership should help boost the avail-

them prepare for the next phase — managing their

ments. Because the risk is pooled and the fund would

ability of student loan benefits, which are cur-

nest egg to afford a comfortable retirement — can be

be tied to market movements, those payouts could

rently offered by only 4% of employers, according

considerably more challenging.

vary somewhat from year to year.

to research from the Society for Human Resource

The typical 401(k) is set up as a defined contribution

“The key factor here is that payouts vary,” John

plan and doesn’t offer an option for taking a lifetime

said, though pension advisers and managers would

income distribution. But does it have to be that way?

seek to keep those fluctuations to a minimum.

down their loan balances.

Management.
“There’s no better investment than taking advantage of educational opportunities for yourself

Researchers in the retirement space are exploring

Underlying the concerns about lifetime income are

or your loved ones. However, paying for that in-

new options to help workers make the transition from

the innumerable variables that accompany retire-

vestment should not have to come at the expense

being retirement savers to retirement spenders and to

ment, chief among them the costs of healthcare and

of other financial goals,” says Edmund Murphy,

create a flow of lifetime income for people with

long-term care, and, of course, how long a retiree lives.

chief executive at Empower Retirement.

401(k)s and similar plans.

A defined contribution plan, with its large pot of mon-

Overall, the Empower solution aims to help

“Converting retirement savings into lifetime income

ey awaiting drawdown upon retirement, might be an

workers saving for retirement who also wish to pay

is one of the most complex financial decisions that an

imperfect vehicle for confidently funding a retirement

down their student loan debt faster and improve

individual has to make in their lifetime. You have a

given all those uncertainties.

their overall financial well-being. It will be avail-

wide variety of unknowns,” David John, senior strate-

But the pooled model, which ideally would include

gic policy advisor at the AARP Public Policy Institute,

participation from a broad spectrum of companies of

said at a recent conference hosted by the Brookings

various industries and sizes, would go a long way to-

Institution, a Washington think tank.

ward appeasing actuaries.

able to all Empower retirement plans, in addition
to Individual Retirement Account customers.
Features of the program include refinancing
options; a support tool that provides recommen-

John says some countries have explored non-an-

John envisions a model that would include flexibili-

dations on how employees can pay off their stu-

nuity income sources. One idea under consideration is

ty for employees to transition out of a DC pension plan

dent debt or save for higher education; and a di-

a pooled managed payout fund, in which multiple em-

if they changed jobs or an emergency arose that

rect pathway for employers to make payments to

ployers band together to offer an actively traded fund

changed their retirement calculus. But he stressed that

employees’ student loan payments or to their re-

that aims to provide relatively consistent income. The

for those plans to be effective, it would require broad

tirement savings plan.

portfolio would be weighted heavily toward equities,

participation among multiple employers.

“Student loan debt is one of the key financial

along with some countercyclical elements to serve as

“The fund would hopefully include many different

barriers to achieving other financial goals,” says

a hedge. In Canada, advocates are calling for

companies,” John said. “This is not the matter of the

CommonBond CEO and co-founder David Klein.

changes to a law that would enable employers to add

XYZ corporation-managed payout fund — this is a

“Half of American workers with student debt say

a lifetime income feature to their defined-contribution

large, pooled fund ... that represents the retirement

the top item they sacrifice is saving for retire-

plans through a pooled-risk pension.

savings of hopefully hundreds and thousands of peo-

ment.” EBN

In that shared-risk model, John envisions that plan

ple all at once.” EBN
Kathryn Mayer is editor-in-chief of Employee Benefit

Kenneth Corbin is an Employee Benefit News contributing writer in Boston and Washington.

News. Follow her on Twitter at @mayereditor.
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Commentary
helping individuals make informed health decisions, it’s not a known driver of behavior change.
Pairing this with the fragmented nature of the programs, which ran periodically, with relatively small
incentives (gift cards from the employer, BJ’s
Wholesale, for use at BJ’s with an average incentive value of $25 and a maximal potential incentive
of $250) seems inadequate for instilling longer-term
healthy behaviors.
Recent years have not only brought about a technological revolution in everything from wearables to
digital health, but also have been a renaissance for
the field of behavioral economics.
With both Daniel Kahneman and Richard Thaler
having won the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Sciences, the power of understanding often irrational, human behavior has become a central area of
inquiry. Their groundbreaking research has provided
companies with the opportunity to combine leading
science with technology and incentives to develop
programs that generate sustained healthy behavior

Employee health

change.

New research says wellness isn’t
working. Here’s where it’s wrong.

Research into the most impactful health
interventions is desperately needed.

Although a study found wellness didn’t transform employee health
outcomes at BJ’s Wholesale Club, it’s missing some key areas of analysis.

health. To this end, conceptually simply — yet sci-

Healthy behavior change should be the central
tenet of wellness programs, since short-termism is
woefully inadequate for an area as complex as
entifically-robust — interventions have been found
to be effective drivers of behavior. For instance, an
Apple Watch, when paired with a rich incentive

By Francois Millard and Daniel Kotzen

ecosystem, has been found to be associated with
sustained improvements in physical activity across
a variety of risk profiles in a corporate setting.

New attention-grabbing research is questioning

However, targeted and smart incentives are all

searchers “wanted to explore the causal effects of

for nothing if one is unable to facilitate a broader

A new JAMA article looked at the experience of

workplace wellness programs using the rigorous

culture of health within an organization. Wellness

33,000 employees at BJ’s Wholesale Club over a

methods of an experimental design in order to help

cannot exist within a vacuum.

year and a half, and found that while those en-

policymakers and employers make informed deci-

rolled in wellness programs said they exercised

sions about investing in wellness.”

the value of workplace wellness programs.

BLOOMBERG NEWS

JAMA’s study, for instance, noted that the re-

Research from Stanford University illustrates this
point, finding that workplace stressors contribute

more and watched their weight, they experienced

But there are two elements in this assertion that

to 120,000 annual deaths, making it the fifth lead-

no significant long-term outcomes like lower blood

would benefit from discussion: The notion that all

ing cause of death in the U.S. Given that behaviors

pressure or sugar levels.

corporate wellness programs are the same, and

are often a function of the individual’s environment,

The article adds to the litany of research studies

whether the impact of corporate wellness should

understanding how to create healthy (both physi-

that question the value of workplace wellness pro-

be assessed as a function of a short-term ROI or a

cal and mental) workplaces is of paramount impor-

grams. While it’s essential that leading researchers

long-term investment in employee health.

tance. Holding companies accountable to measure

investigate the best strategies to create a healthier

The JAMA study focuses on a program that is

and report on employee health would be another

workforce, these studies point toward missed op-

built on eight modules around nutrition, physical

important milestone toward organizational health.

portunities for analysis.

activity, stress and related topics with the programs

Research into the most impactful health inter-

Instead of directing corporations to the future of

varying from four to eight weeks. The modules

ventions is desperately needed. So we look to lead-

employee health, recent research has disappoint-

range in sophistication, but focus largely on webi-

ing researchers to investigate the problems faced

ingly focused on a single — typically anachronistic

nars and related educational content, as well as

by employees. After all, the long-term health and

— program to make sweeping statements on well-

basic tracking and activity logging.

well-being of employees and employers alike is at

ness programs more broadly.

Although education is a central component of

stake. EBN

Francois Millard is senior vice president and chief actuarial officer at health company Vitality Group. Daniel Kotzen is product analytics manager at Vitality Group.
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BY THE
NUMBERS: The rise of family-friendly perks
A competitive job market and a growing trend of more inclusive benefits has led to a growing number of employers
offering family-friendly perks such as fertility services, paid leave and flexible scheduling, according to research
from the International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans.

Increase of fertility benefits offered by employers
Employers most commonly cover

Current

2016

companies with
31%
employees
24% of500<

of companies with
500> employees

23%
18%
15%
13%
9%
7%

with
employees
4% of50<companies

IVF
treatments

Fertility
medications

Genetic testing to
determine infertility issues

Non-IVF fertility
treatments

Visits with
counselors

Egg harvesting or
freezing services

with
employees
10% of50<companies

Paid leave and flexible scheduling

Going further
Other family-friendly perks offered by employers
that have grown in the past two years include:

41%

32%

of employers of
offer paid
all sizes offer paid paternity leave
(up from 24% in 2016)
maternity leave

21%
offer paid
adoption leave

(up from 37% in 2016)

2016
Dependent care flexible spending account

69%

Current

74%

Resource and referral services for child care

22%

27%

Take Your Child to Work Day

17%

23%

Financial assistance for adoption

16%
529 plans
Source: International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans, 2019
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